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The inverse scattering theory methods are used to construct a real-valued potential q(r) EC~( [ 0, RI), where R> 0 is an arbi- 
trary fixed number, which gives rise to infinitely many purely imaginary resonances. This answers a question which has been open 
since the fifties. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the problem 
f”+k*f-q(r)f=O, rao, q(r)=0 if raR>O, f-exp(ikr), r+oc, . (1) 
If q(r) E L2 problem (1) is uniquely solvable, the function f( 0, k) :=A k), the Jost function, is an entire funtion 
ofkofexponential type <2R, andf(k)-1EL2( - co, r~). The zeros off(k) in the half-plane Im k < 0 are called 
resonances. They are complex poles of the analytic continuation of the kernel of the operator 
[ - d2/dr2 + q( r) - k2] - ’ in the spectral parameter k. Details can be found in ref. [ 11. In this paper we deal 
with the one-dimensional problem (1) only. The known potentials give rise to a finite number of purely ima- 
ginary resonances [ 11. It has been proved (see ref. 111 for a proof and references) that if q(r) = c( R- r)” as 
r+R, where c and Q are constants, Q > 0, then there are at most finitely many purely imaginary resonances. 
The question of the existence of a potential which gives rise to infinitely many purely imaginary resonances in 
the one-dimensional case has been open since thejifties. In ref. [ 21 it was proved that in the three-dimensional 
problem there exist infinitely many purely imaginary resonances provided that q(lc) is compactly supported 
and does not change sign. This result does not answer the open question in the one-dimensional case because 
in the one-dimensional case the potentials which do not change sign and are compactly supported give rise to 
finitely many purely imaginary resonances. In ref. [ 31 it was proved that if f( k) is an entire function of expo- 
nential type, f(k) - 1 aL2( -03, be), andf( k) is a Jost function for an underlying potential q(x) then q(x) is 
compactly supported. In ref. [ 41 an idea from ref. [ 31 was used in a new proof of the existence of infinitely 
many resonances (not necessarily purely imaginary). This proof is based on the inverse scattering theory. The 
purpose of this paper is to give an example of a real-valued potential, with support in [ 0, R] , which gives rise 
to infinitely many purely imaginary resonances. Here R > 0 is an arbitrary fixed number. The potential we con- 
struct is in Cr([O, RI). 
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2. The construction 
It is well known [ 1,5] that the solution to (1) can be written as 
f(r, k)=exp(ikr)+TA(r, t) exp(ikt) dt, (1’) 
so 
f(k)=l+IA(t) exp(ikt) dt, A(t) :=A(O, t) . 
0 
The function A( r, t) solves the Marchenko equation 
A(r, t)=O if t<r. The function 




where S(k) :=f( - k)/f( k) is the S-matrix and we assumed that q(r) does not produce bound states. If q( r) = 0 
for r>R then theestimate (1.3.3) in ref. [5], p. 20, shows thatA(r, t)=Oforr+t>2R. ThereforeA(t)=Oif 
t > 2R. Thus we have 
Lemma I. If q(r) =O for r>R thenf(k) = 1 +Ja”A(t) exp(ikt) dt. 
Corollary I. If q(r) = 0 for ra R, q(r) EL*, then f(k) is an entire function of exponential type G 2R. 
3. Sketch of the ideas 
In order to construct q(r) which gives rise to infinitely many purely imaginary resonances we construct a 
real-valued function A(t) E@( [ 0, 2R]) such that: 
(i) f( -ib,) =O, bj>O, bj+m and, 
(ii) If(k)1 >O if Imk&O. 
ZfA ( t) is constructed then q(r) can be obtained via the inverse scattering methods from f( k) given by (2). 
For example, given f( k) one constructs S(k) :=f( - k)/f( k) then F(t) by formula (4), then A (r, t) by solving 
eq. ( 3)) and then q(r) by the well-known formula q(r) = - 2dA (r, r)ldr. We will prove that the function A(t) 
which we construct below in lemma 2 produces the function S(k) which satisfies the necessary conditions for 
this function to be an S matrix corresponding to a potential q(r) which produces no bound states. We then 
prove that q(r)d$‘([O, RI). 
Lemma 2. There exists a real-valued function A(t) E Cr( 0, R) such that f( k) := 1 + JgR A(t) exp( ikt) dt has 
infinitely many purely imaginary zeros kj= - ibj, bj-+a, 0 < b, -c bz < b3 c . . . and no zeros in Im k> 0. The num- 
ber b, > 0 can be made arbitrarily large, the function A(t) can be chosen real-valued, the number R > 0 is an 
arbitrary fixed number. 
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ProoJ: Let @(b):= l+JzRA(t) exp(bt) dt; let {dj} be an infinite set of intervals (Cj, Cj+hj), j=l, 2, . . . . 
O<cj<cj+ hj<cj+, < 2R, cj+R’ < 2R as j+co; let {Ej}JYo be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers which 
will be defined inductively in the course of the prooc let 0 < qj EC~( dj) be a sequence of functions such that 
Jb dt= 1, j= 1,2, 3, . . . . J:=JiR, and let vj( b) :=Jqj exp( bt) dt. Let US choose a decreasing sequence Ej; co> E, > t2 
> . . . > 0, so that the series A(t) = X,2, ( - 1 )j+ ’ tjq,( t) converges, and choose b> < b$ + 1 -CO SO that: 
(i) A(0G?([O, RI), and 
(ii) @(b$)>O, @(bJ+,)<O, where bj<bj<bj+l<bj+I, bj+co, and @(b,)=O. 
In the following argument we can make ej even smaller if needed. Let us show by induction that the desired 
choice of ej and b; is possible. Clearly, if Ej+O sufficiently fast then A(t) EC~( [ 0, RI). Let b; > 0 be arbitrary. 
Then l+E,~,(b;)>l>O. Since ~j+I(b)~~‘(b) -a as b-m one can choose b$ > b; and c2 < E, such that 
@2(b;):=1+c,y,(b;)-t2y/z(b;)>1; &(b;):=1+c1yl(b;)-c2V/2(b;)<-1. 
Having so chosen Ed and b;, choose t3 and b; so that 
~3(b;):=l+E,~/(b;)-~zVIZ(b;)+~~Il/j(b;)>l, Mb;)<-1, &(&)>l. 
Continue in this fashion to obtain 
@,(b;)>l, j=l, 3, 5, . . . . j&n, @,(b;) c - 1, j=2,4,6, . . . . jGn, (5) 
where 
O.(b):=l+j$l (-l)‘+‘~j~j(b), &(b)+@(b) asn+co. 
Passing to the limit n+oc, in (5) yields 
@(b;) > 1, j= 1, 3, 5, . . . . @(bj)<-1, j=2,4,6 ,... . (6) 
Since @(b) is continuous and real valued, (6) implies that there exists a sequence bj-03, b> < bj < bJ + ,, such 
that $(bj) =O, j= 1,2, . . . . By choosing E, sufficiently small one can obtainf( k) such that I f(k) ( 2 f in the half- 
plane Im ka0. Lemma 2 is proved. 
Theorem I. There exists a real-valued potential q(r) E Cr ([ 0, R] ), where R > 0 is an arbitrary fixed number, 
which gives rise to infinitely many purely imaginary resonances kj= -ib,, bj>O, bj+m as j+,. 
ProoJ: Let fl k) be defined by (2) where A(t) is constructed in lemma 2. Define S(k) =f( - k)/f( k). Note 
that: S(k) is meromorphic on the whole complex k-plane C; analytic in C, = {k: Im k& 01; (S(k) I = 1 if 
--03 < k-c co since A(t) is real-valued; S(k) - 1 decays faster than 1 k( _a as k-t ? 0~) for any a> 0 since 
A(t)EC~;thefunctionF(t):=(2rc)-‘I””,[l-S(k)]exp(ikt)dkisreal-valuedsinceS(k)=S(-k),wherethe 
bar denotes complex conjugate; the function F(t)cCm( -oc), m) and (1 +t2)aF(“‘(t)~L2( -co, co) for any 
a > 0 and II > 0, since 1 -S(k) has these properties as a function of k, - 0~) -c kc co. 
In ref. [ 51, p. 105, it is proved that a function S(k) is the S-matrix corresponding to a real-valued potential 
q(r) such that Jr( 1 + r) 1 q(r) ( dr< 03 and q produces no bound states iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) F(t) EL’ is a real-valued function, Jr”tlF’(t) ( dttm, (2) the equations 
0 
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00 
h(t)+J h(r)F(t+r) dr=O, o<t<co (8) 
0 
have only the trivial solutions h, = 0 in L’ ( -co, 0) and h=O in L’( 0, co). Clearly condition (1) is satisfied 
by our F(t). Let us check that condition (2) is satisfied as well. Let /EL’ (0, co) solve (8). Since F is real- 
valued we can assume that h is real-valued, h = 0 for t c 0. Multiply (8) by h and integrate over (0, co) to get 
O=q,,,t,j:q 
cc 
drdth(r)h(t)& j [l-S(k)] exp[ik(r+t)] dk 






I;z(k)[ 1 -S(k)] dk, 
0 -cc 
where K(k)=Jrh(t) exp(ikt) dt. Note that F(k)=);( -k), 
00 00 a, 
s 
h2 dt=& j 6(k)&-k) dk, and & j l’(k) dk= 7 h(r)h( -r) dr=O 
0 -cc -cc --oo 
since h(r)=0 for r<O. Thus O=JE’, lR1’ dk-J?‘,S(k)6*(k) dk. Let 
co co 00 
ll~jl*= s lRl*dk, j Sti2dk= j S&6(-k)dk:=(S&,ii(-k)). 
-ca -ca -cc 
Since 1 S(k) I = 1 one has (SE F( -k)) G II&II *, and the equality is possible only if SK= 6( - k) . We saw above 
that II FjI 2 = (St;, K( -k)). Therefore, SK= F( - k). This can be written as 
ri(k)/“k)&( -k)/f( -k) (9) 
by the definition of S( k). The left-hand side of (9) is analytic in C+, the right-hand side of (9) is analytic in 
C_:=C\C+.Sinceh(k)-+Oas (kl+co,Imk>O,andj(k)-+l as lk]+co,Imk>O,oneconcludesthatthefunc- 
tion t;< k)/f( k) is analytic in C and vanishes at infinity. Therefore R= 0 and h = 0. We proved that eq. (8) has 
only the trivial solution in L’ ( 0, 03 ) . 
Let us prove that eq. (7) has only the trivial solution in L’( - 03, 0). Let hl solve (7). We can assume that 
h, is real-valued, h,=O for t>O. Let t=--Z, r=-p, h,(-t)=g(t). Then (7) becomes 
-g(7) + g(p)F( -7-p) dp=O, e0, s g(r)=0 if r<O. (10) 
0 
By the argument similar to the one given above we conclude from (10) that 
m 
j Ii]* dk=& 7 g*( -k)[ 1 -S(k)] dk= -A 5 g2( -k)S(k) dk, 
--m --oD --m 
that g(k) = S( k)g( -k), and that g( k)f( k) =f( - k)g( -k) . The last equation and the analytic properties of 
f(k) and ,@( k) imply that gfi k) = 0. Therefore g= 0 and g( 7) = 0. Thus h, = 0, and we proved that eq. (7) has 
only the trivial solution. 
Therefore S(k) :=_f( - k)/f( k), where fl k) is defined by (2) and A(t) is constructed in lemma 2, is the 9 
matrix corresponding to the potential q(r) which can be obtained by the formula q(r) = - 2dA (r, r)ldr. In this 
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formula the function A (r,t) is the unique solution of the Marchenko equation ( 3) in which F( 1) is given by 
(4). 
To finish the proof of theorem 1 we have to prove that q(r) = -2dA( r, r)ldr&r ([ 0, RI). In the proof the 
method given in ref. [ 31 will be used. Note, that the fact that q(r) E Cm has been already established implicitly. 
Indeed, we proved that F(t) ECU and (I+ t2)aF’“‘( t) EL*( -CD, 00) for any a> 0 and n> 0. This and eq. (3) 
which is uniquely solvable as we have proved) imply that A (r, t) is infinitely differentiable in its arguments. 
So, we have to prove that q(r) =O for r>R. Eq. (3) for r=t takes the form 
m 
A(r,r)+F(2r)+ A(r,y)F(y+r) dy=O. (11) 
It follows from (11) that q(r) = 0 for ra R provided that 
F(t)=0 for ta2R. 
To prove (12) we use eq. (3) with r=O: 
(12) 
(13) 
The function A(t) = 0 for t 2 2R according to lemma 2. Let us write (13) as 
A(t)+F(t)+TA(u-t)F(u) dv=O, t>o (14) 
and consider (14) as a Volterra equation for F( 1). The kernel A(v) = 0 if u< 0 or v> 2R. Let us denote the left- 




A(v-t)F(v) dv=G_(t), -co<t<m. (15) 
f 
Since A(t) = 0 for t < 0, one can extend the integration in (15) to -co. Take the Fourier transform of (15) to 
get 
co 
A”(1) +$(A) +P(n)A”( -A) =c_ (A) where A”(A) := 1 A(t) exp(tit) dt . (16) 
--oD 
Thus 
P=[~_(I)-A”(L)]I[I+A”(-l)], -cotl<co. (17) 
Wecanassumethat 1+A”(-~)#O,Im.l~0,since~k)#OifImk~O.Therefore[1+~(-L)]-‘=1+~(-1), 
where B(A) =J? exp( -iAt)B( t) dt and B(t) is a smooth function. Thus (17) is of the form 
P=&(A)[l+B”_(A)]-A’[l+B”_(A)], where g_(A)=B(A)= 1 eLltB( -t) dt . (18) 
-m 
It is now easy to see from (18) that 
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co 
I lP(n--ip)]’ U<cexp(4&), ,00. (19) 
By a theorem of Titchmarsh (ref. [ 61, theorem 96)) (19) implies that F(t) = 0 for t> 2R. Theorem 1 is proved. 
Remark 1. The Titchmarsh theorem can be stated as follows: iff F( t) = 0 for t< -R, the Fourier transform 
F(n)=S?,F(t) exp(i2t) dt satisfies the inequality l?a ]P(n+ip) I* &<cexp(2Rp), ~L>O, c=const. 
This can be restated as: iff F( t) = 0 for t > R the inequality ~~oo ) P( Iz - ip) ) 2 dA < c exp( 2&), ,u > 0, c = const, 
holds. This last statement was used in connection with inequality (19). 
Remark 2. Our argument also proves the fact first established in ref. [ 31: if f( k) is an entire function of 
exponential type and f( k) - 1 EL* ( - co, co) the potential q(x) is compactly supported. The converse statement 
is well-known and easy to prove: if q(r) is compactly supported and &( 1 + r) ) q(r) ) dr < co, then f(k) - 1 E 
L2( -co, co) and f(k) is an entire function of exponential type [ 11. 
Remark 3. We have chosen the way to reconstruct q(r) from the knowledge off(k) via the Marchenko equa- 
tion. The other way is via the Gelfand-Levitan (G-L) equation. Iff( k) is known andf( k) does not have zeros 
in C+, then the spectral function dp= (2h)k2dk/If(k) I2 for k>O, dp=O for k<O, and one can find q(r) given 
dp by the formula q(r) = 2dK( r, r)ldr, where K( r, t) is the (unique) solution of the G-L equation: 
KC& 0 +j K(r, Wb, 0 dy+Ur, 0 =O, O<t<r, (20) 
0 




Remark 4. From the inequality If(k) I 6 1 + CrEo I kl “An/n!, where A, :=Sr ]A( 0, t) It” dt, one can see that 
fl k) is an entire function of a finite order p < OL), if A, = 0( n”“) as n-rco, a < 1. This follows from the formula 
(1.05) in ref. [7]: 
p= lim sup lzlnltzL 
1nA 
ln(n!A,) 1 -a’ 
where a= lim sup ?< 1 
n+oo n-m nlnn ’ 
An entire function f( k) of a finite order, bounded in C,, such that f( k) --t 1 as ( kl +co, Im k>, 0, andf( k) $1 
has infinitely many zeros. This follows immediately from the Hadamard theorem ([ 71 $10, theorem 13). 
Therefore, if A, = 0( I?‘), a < 1, and f( k) $1, then f( k) has infinitely many zeros and the corresponding q(r) 
produces infinitely many resonances (not necessarily purely imaginary). 
One can write a sufficient condition for the inequality a < 1 to hold in terms of q(r). Namely, A,, Q 
cJg’dtt”J;“lql dr=c(n+l)-‘JTt”+’ 141 dt. Therefore if Qn:=JFrnIq(r)I dr=O(nna) as n-+03 for some 
a< 1 thenA,=O(P) as n+ce with the same a< 1. Therefore if Q,,=O(rP), a< 1, as n-tco, and q(r)fO then 
q(r) produces infinitely many resonances (not necessarily purely imaginary). This observation was made by 
J. Hwang after A.G. Ramm made paper [ 41 available to him. 
4. Bibliographical remarks 
An extensive bibliography on resonances for one-dimensional scattering problems can be found in refs. [ 1,121 
where the works of Humblet, Rollnik, Regge, Sartori, Nussenzweig and others are mentioned. The three-dimen- 
sional case is discussed in ref. [ 81, pp. 365-393, where a sharp bound on the location of the resonances is given; 
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existence of infinitely many purely imaginary resonances is proved for q(x) which does not change sign; meth- 
ods for calculating resonances are given and their convergence is proved; connection between the resonances 
and the SEM (singularity expansion method) is established; and perturbation theory for resonances is dis- 
cussed. Variational principles for resonances are known [ 91. An extensive bibliography on resonances can be 
found in ref. [ lo]. A recent article is ref. [ 111, and some of its results (e.g. lemmas 8, 9 and part 1 of theorem 
1) can be obtained by the method given in ref. [ 41 and in the present paper. 
The condition Qn =O( nna), a< 1, covers all the previously published sufficient conditions for existence of 
infinitely many resonances for one-dimensional radial Schriidinger operators as far as we know. The methods 
of refs. [ 3,4] are extended in refs. [ 13,141. 
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